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I ABSTRACT 
I 
A mathematical model for analysis of actual solar collectors has been 
developed. This model allows one to calculate the energy flux on any arbitrarily 
shaped focal surface from any arbitrarily shaped collector surface without making 
numerical approximations. Provisions are included for treating random surface 
errors on the reflector surface, orientation errors of any size 8 and vignetting of 
reflected light by a cavity opening. Typical results from th is  model are pre- 
sented to show the effects of surface and orientation errors. 
Th i s  m o d e l  has recently been used to investigate the interface between 
the collector and the heat receiver- the cavity opening. The directional 
assumption ordinarily made for this interface is that this opening can be treated 
as if  it were a plane surface that emitted radiation according to Lambert's law 
(i.e. the cosine law). Results are presented that clearly show that this 
assumption is i n  substantial error for both perfect and imperfect collectors. 
Detailed analytical work has been performed on cylindrical heat receivers 
coupled with typical collectors. An "open cavity" Fredholm integral equation 
approach and the valid directional distribution have been utilized. The effects 
of the absorptivity and emissivity of the walls of the heat receiver have been 
investigated; reradiation losses and system performance have been calculated. 
The results presented differ significantly from the usual engineering estimates 
used i n  the design of solar power systems. 
supported in  part by Allison Division G o  M .C . and in  part 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fundamental to the analysis of solar reflectors is the fact that the source 
(sun) is not a point source. Because of this fact the classical techniques of ray 
tracing no longer apply to describe the eneigy distribution and its conversion. 
Instead, cone tracing techniq\ies must  be used-as a cone can be used to repre- 
sent the light coming from a small but finite source. The concept of cone tracing 
was introduced by F. Cabames and A. Le Phat Vinh (l)* i n  1954 and by N. Hukuo 
and H. M i i  (2) in  1957. Cabannes and Le Phat Vinh considered oniy perfect 
parabdaids . Hukuo and M'fl also considered perfect paraboloids but they then 
attempted to apply their results to real reflectors by introduction of a "scattering 
circle" concepi-i. e. , the reflected cones are statizYca1ly scattered in the 
focal plane cL*foxm!y over a circular region. 
H u k ~ m  and Mii wer? peThaps the firs:. 1 3  ap;Jiy stst ist ics to predict real 
reflector p e d a  m 3 w e  by !.rt;zodwizg the s c a . ~ ~ z i c s  3:rcic" concept. T h i s  
concept was extenaed to tl1.e use of a no.mal disfrihdion :;? the focal plane 
(in place of tiw un;%rm c!-;'dAbution of t h e  " s c a t t e i g  circle" comept: by various 
individcals lete in 1960 ( 3 ,  4) and several p;?pers h w e  siiice been published on 
this by cther autho:s (5, 6) . It is impoitant to poini oat tha.t this conceat applies 
a p rok t i l i t y  a.%ri?x.tion t:, a sca:terir.g of pof.nts i n  the focal plane; thlis it is 
not possible to relate thewetically the Fiobab'.iity disfribrltion in the Coca1 plane 
with the surr'we c0n:ou.r eimrs due to the mamifactxiny piocedures on the 
reflector surface ?::?e alte'aative is to apply the pmi-iab.iiity distribution to the 
surface normais on tne refkctor. Physically, this is the m w t  desirable and 
meaningful approacS; however it is also the most di,fficul+. to iniplement . Perhaps 
the first persoa to try this type of approach was Silvern (7). His  work , however, 
was burdened w!tn several errors and numerocs sigdficani approximations. He 
assumed that %Ate rotatiom commute (i. e. , he srjz-amcd that ths sum &finite 
rotations do63 m:. &rend *;n the order of the r9tetim.s) acd he applied the normal 
distribution functici? ::woc-estly to angles. He did., however, obtain numerical 
results f i o m  h!.s work., S i x e  this t ime , in addition tc the work discussed here, 
there have been sevzral ozhar attacks on  this problem. Fuller (8) formu!-ated 
a i-iatbr;rn~.:C-;a; apg:Dach +e this problem. E1s wvl :  .. however, suffexs frQm 
several iqsja; pr35!errls: i.5 t QE sp3lied the ocrma: 3 ;;~:t;ziicn fi,iasXor. incorrectly 
to  angls; . six! i f,?j h!s w-;r w x  xevet s ~ . . . c c ~ ~ ; ~ r : i ~ i . ~  y ~ ~ ; ; , z m ~ ~ d  LT a camptiter. 
General Fie>!s.!c. {9;1 hac S:I 
of a teflscto: ytossesstr.cj c; fixed speciik s i r i x e  er:nr C.EL the ecf.ke sirface. 
N o  provisiom were matie :c treat oriectation cr.-ors 3 ~ d  r-c, j,?r;roc!cztion of 
statistics was made. Gewial  Electric, howe ter , did acniave operative computer 
programs. 
\ .  
.. 
Cc?.L.T',?d oil< e,x..>tk:i WJA i .> pz.2.ct .:>IS Dcrformance 
-- 
*Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed e? the end of this  paper. 
. d .  
Theoretical work on optical analysis problems was started by this writer 
(under contract to Allison Division G . ~ 4 .  C. ) early in 1959. Initially cone 
tracing techniques were used to analyze conical serration Fresnel reflectors. 
This work, however, was restricted to perfect surfaces. Upon completion 
of this work (10, 11) in late 1960, work was started toward the analysis of 
actual solar reflectors. 
From the start, the required model of a solar collector had to be as general 
as possible and had to be capable of analyzing both perfect and imperfect 
(actual) reflectors. Because of the necessary complerdty of such a general 
model, from the very f i r s t  the goals of this work were twofold: 
i . Development of a mathematical model 
tt . Development of an operative computer program from this mathematical 
model . 
The many problems encountered can be a2preciated by r cferenze to t x  intsrim 
report (12) , written in June, 1961. Gver a period of t i m e  the desired mathematical 
mode l  for actual solar collectors (13, Id, 15) was successfully developed. 
This model included provisions for treating random surface errors on the 
reflector surface and orientation errors of any s ize .  Furthermore, almost 
all the approximations introduced by others into cone optics were removed. 
The approach to the development of the mathematical model was judiciously 
selected to result in a practical and useful tool for the design and evaluation 
of solar-thermal energy conversion systems . The operative computer program 
(D70E) for evaluating solar reflectors that was developed from these equations 
is practical and feasible from a computational (and computer running t ime)  
viewpoint. 
Although the mathematical model is applicable to any canceivahle reflector, 
the computer program fD70E) was designed to treat only paraboloidal reflectors , 
conical Fresnel serrations, spherical Fresnel serrations and/or any part of 
these reflectors. This initial work, however, was restricted to the 
determination of the magnitude of the energy distribution on any plane surface 
perpendicular to the optical axis. 
In early 1353, a copy of this D70E program was purchased by Aerospace Carp. 
(under contract No. 62-167) to be used a s  part of a complete solar-thermal 
energy conversion system computer program under development there. As 
already pointed out , the only restriction in this work to date was that it 
applied only to  plane focal surfaces. Although the use of plane focal surfaces 
is convenient for a general study of solar reflectors, the results obtained are - not i n  a convenient form for use i n  connection with the analys 1,s of a solar- 
thermal energy absorber, such as a cavity. In f a c t  , t h e  u s  e of 
3 
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such resrrlts requires that critical assumptims be made concerning the direc- 
tional distribution of the energy flu:{ i n  the  focal plane. Because of this,  
Aerospace found it highly desirable to extend the previous analytical work 
to be able to  caiculate the energy flux distribution 011 any arbitrarily shaped 
focal surface !e .g  . , a cavity wall). 3. ith this extended capability, the 
mathematical model would then not only check the directional assumptions 
used, but would also obviste the need for making any directional assump- 
tions. The perfection of such a generalized mathematical model would 
provide the solar pawer system designer with mathematical tools that were 
heretofore unavailable. 
This extended mathematical model was developed and perfected at 
Allison under contract AF- 04(695)-.335. As a result of this extended work, 
all the appmximations intraduced into cone optics have been removed; it 
is now possi5le to calculate the energy flux distribution on any arbitrarily 
shaped focal surface from any arbitrarily shaped ref lectx surface. This 
model includes provisions for treating rmdom surface errors on the reflector 
surface, oriexation errors of any s ize ,  arid vignetting* of reflected radia- 
tion by a cavity opening. Na approximations are introduced; the model is 
accurate within t t e  limitations of the numerical techniques of integration on 
high speed digital mrnputers . An operative computer program c 7 4  B) for 
evaluating solar reflectors has been developed from this theDretical work; 
this program is practical and feasible from a computational ( and computer 
running t ime)  viewpoint (15). 
*The term vignetting refers specifically to blockage of reflected light by a 
cavity opening. This is in contrast to the term blockage, which is used to  
refer specifically to biockzge of incident light on the reflector. In addition 
to vignetting, provisions also exist for '.resting blockage of incident light. 
4 
SOLAR REFLECTOR MODEL* 
The broad scope and ge:l.er&.!ity of this m e?Iherl\z:ic%l model of a solar 
reflector can readily be seer! f x m  the followiny outlira of the input parameters: 
Mathematical Solar Simulator 
Source Parameters 
Solar half angle 
Source type 
Uniform 
Lirnb darkening 
Reflector Parameters 
Surface Parameters 
Arbitrarily shaped reflector surface** including blockage effects 
Perfect reflector surface 
Imperfect reflector surface (errors of a l l  sizes) 
One-dimensional normal distribution applied to  the surface 
Two-dimens tonal normal distribution applied to the surface 
normals 
normals 
Orient at  ion Parameters 
Vignetting Parameters 
Orientation errors of al l  sizes 
Circular hole vignetting 
Arbitrary position, size, and orientation of opening 
Focal Surface Parameters 
Arbitrarily shaped focal surface 
A detailed description of this mathematical mode l  of a solar reflector 
is beyond the scope of this paper. A complete description of this  model and 
its accompanying computer programs is given in reference 15. 
The power of this mathematical solar simulator can best be seen by 
examination of s o m e  typical results. For the purpose of this paper, let us 
consider only paraboloidal reflectors, as illustrated in Figure 1. We shall 
always choose R = 1.0 for the sake of normalization. 
*The terms reflector and collector are used interchangeably throughout this 
paper; likewise, the terms heat receiver and cavity. 
**Although the theory applies to any arbitrarily shaped reflector surface, the 
computer progr 8 m s  are presently designed to  treat paraboloidal reflectors 8 
conical Fresnel serrations , spherical Fresnel serrations and/or any part of 
these reflectors. (The energy flux distribution from a Fresnel reflector is the 
sum of the energy flux distributions of the individual serrations .) 
5 
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Let us first consider only plane focal surfaces, perpendicular to  the 
principal axis of the reflector and intersecting the principal axis at the point 
source focus. Let the source be a unifonn disk subtending a half angle of 
a' = .00465. Let 
= circumferential standard deviation of the surface normal 
o = radial standard deviation of the surface normal 
I = concentration ratio of reflected light. Multiplication of I by the 
ux 
Y 
solar constant and the coefficient of reflection results in the actual 
energy f l d u n i t  area incident on the focal surface point. 
= polar orientation angle between the central ray from the sun and the 
principal axis of the reflector 
9 
r) 
= power collected in area TI r / total power reflected from 
rlcollection the reflector* 
Figure 2 shows results a s  a function of rim angle for ux = B = 0, 8 = 0 .  
Figure 3 shows results for a 60°paraboloidal reflectm as 3 function of 8 
for ux = u = 0. Figures 4, 5 ,  6 , 7 show results for a 60 paraboloidal 
reflector as a function of surface errors for B = 0. These results are 
presented here as typical examples of the use of this  mathematical solar 
Simulator for Plane focal surfaces 'These results are self explanat& and'"wil1 
hot be discussed further. 
Y 
Y 
Plane focal surface results have been used in the past a s  a means of 
comparing various reflectors and optimizing reflector designs . The validity 
of this approach, however, is now dubious. This approach was based on the 
premise that the prediction of the performance of the heat receiver could 
effectively be isolated from the reflector. More specifically, it was usually 
assumed that reradiation losses from the heat receiver could be calculated 
as if the cavity opening were a simple gray body. The reflector design was 
then optimized on the basis of this simple prediction of reradiatfon losses. 
Recently , detailed calculations of heat receiver performance have shown 
that the assumption that the cavity opening can be considered as if  it were a 
simple gray body is incorrect. In fact, the reradiation losses are usually 
much greater, as wffl be seen later on in this paper (Figures IS 8 16). Thus 
the optimization of the reflector design can no longer be considered independent 
of the cavity; instead, they must be optimized a s  a system. Detailed cal- 
culations of the heat receiver performance are essential. 
*Total power reflected from the reflector = (coefficient of reflection)x(total 
Power incident on the reflect-); r denotes the focal plane radius, as shown 
in  Figure 1. 
6 
Now , iii the detailed :irediction of cavity perfonnance another question 
arises that makes the usefulnkss of plane i x a l  sut-iac? results even inore dubious. 
In order t:, calculate the .x!rh-niance of the cavity, it is nccessaxy t o  know the 
energy flux distributim on the walls of tile cavity. Before the development or' this 
zr.tended siathernatical riioclel (15) , i t  z a s  not possible ta  calculate this energy 
flu;: distribution diractiy 
results and make a crucial assum,~ti~m about tne directional distribution of the 
radiation entering the cavity The directionai assum2tion ordinarily m8d.e (16 , 17) 
is khat the caaky opening cia;* be trea?eQ 83 if t3 wrem a g.i.=ine e a h e  tha% emitted 
radiatim according to Lambert's Law (i .e. the cosine iaw) . Thus , the predicted 
energy f l u x  on ,2laae i'ocal suriaces was used- via Laiiibert's Liiw- ta calculate 
the solar energy Alux incident oil tile walls of tiie cavity. dlearly this tyge of 
a?;>macii still teiids to  isolate the study and design of tile cavity fram that of the 
rcclector, althougli to a lesssr degree than the simple gray cavity approach.* 
Instead, it was necessary to ta!te i21ane iocai sudace 
v r  ith til2 recent 2zriezJ;iorl of the gerieralized rnatixmatical model (described 
in  i-eelereiice 1s) , it is now -3ossiLlc for the fii-st tii-iit ta investigate this  assumdtion. 
T h i s  question can be investigated iil two ways. First ,  the actual directional dis- 
tribution can bs calculated. This is best done by iooiting at  a hernis2herical 
cavity with a small oi3eiling lo2ated on the 2rincil3al axis of the reflector. decond, 
the actual energy i1u.z incicie:it 311 the walls of ty.>ical cavities can be calculated 
and campared with siiiiilar results obtained through tile use .Df Laiabert's LGW. This  
tells how iingortarit aily deviations froin Lambert's Law will  be for any pro2osed 
cavity configuration. Fiqure 3 shows a sketch of tile hernis,herical cavity used to 
determine the directi,mal distiibution and the ql indrical  cavity used to eAamine the 
imimrtance of deviations P r x i  k i n k i t ' s  iaw lor a t&cal cavity.. 
For a 9erEect refleztsr (a., ;= Q = 9) Figure S skows a 2lot 05 I versus cos t3 
Ior the hemispherical cavit;- ~i F'igur& 2 Figure 9 aiso shows a golar plot ai these 
rzsults t b t  dear ly  shaws ti;e directional distributioil. Figurc- 11 shows a plot of I 
along the walls of the cyliiidrical cavivy for :,Id = 1, 2,  3 - The o-2ening of this 
cavity vas arbitrariky cimsen so that the cavity collected 90% of the reflected 
eaei-gy.. Lambert's Lay7 has also been ,Jlotted in  these figures lor the purL20se of 
zoiiiL3arison. 
0 The same results have been obtained for a t y - k a i  iai9edect 63 garaboloidal 
reflector with D?,, = 5' 
same nemis-Sierical cavity aiid a $alar glct of these results to show the directional 
distribution. Zigure 12 shmvs a 
iar ,;Id = 1, 2 ,  3 .  Eere, a lsa ,  the cavitji oyniny WGS arbitraiily chosen so  that 
the cavity collected 90% a€ the reiiected energy, Lambert's Law has alscj been 
>lotted iil these figures i2i- tha  ;2urmse of coinpcrisoii 
5 = 12'. Figure 1J Si izms a IAot of I versus cas 6 for the 
./> Y 
of I along the walls a€ the cylindrical cavity- 
-- 
* Another assum-2ti.m occasimally i;lac;e is that the energy ;lux distribution 
sL3nerical sueace is unifDn-n ( i9) .  l e su l t s  s h a m  in Figures S and 10 readily 
show that this assumptioa is in substantiai error. 
on a 
7 
The results shown in Figure 12 contain some interesting "fine structure" 
effects-specificzdiy the peaking of I on the back wall of the cylinder as 
x - 0 (i .e. , as we approach tile principal axis of the reflector). Figure 
11, however, shows that this peakirig is not pieeent in perfect reflectors. 
A detailed study of this effect has shown that this peaking is purely a 
statistical effect. Figure 13 shows a histogram of the number of reflector 
areas versus probability for z = .06, x = .012 and fDi z = .06, x =: 0. 
This histogram show: thai: as x-, 0, the numter ~f ;-eflector areas that have 
large probabilitiet assozlcred with them inc rxses  , Yhus causing I to peak. 
This sane stztistfsal effect also explains the fine sirmture of the angular 
distribution Li Figure io .  
These results clearly indicate that Lambert's 1 ~ w  is &. substantial error fm 
both perfect and imocrfect reflectors. * 
results presaded h3re do not take into accoulnt blockage of the incident light 
by the physic31 structure of the hezlt receiver; they assume a f d l  paraboloidal 
reflector wikh no blockage. The inclusion of such blockzge is expected to 
lead to  furtker deviations from Lambert's law. 
It must be pointed out that the 
The - gEss errors of the Lambextiiin assumption means t k t  plane focal 
surface results cannot be used to calculate cavity perfonnance . Tne reflector 
cannot be isolated and independently optimized from the heat receiver; 
instead, both the reflector and the ccivity must be studied as components of 
a proposed solar power system with the system being optimized from a 
systems viewpoint. In fact, it can be shown that the use of plane focal 
surface results in the prediction and optimization of solar power systems 
is completely redundant. To see this , let us consider a system consisting of 
a solar reflector and a heat receiver. Define 
= power out of the heat receiver/total power incident on the s ys tern reflector 
=; power out of the heat receiver/tatal power into heat cavity receiver 
2 
= power collected in area n r  /total power reflected by 
Tcoliection the reflector 
r L: coef"i.-:ient of refieciion of the refkctar surface 
Then 
- ' s ys t e m  qcavity 'collection 
In order to oFtimize this system we must maximizs 11 cystem 
*It is interesting to note t k t  the cylltxirical cavity resilks shown in Figures 
11 and 12 indicate that the design of a solar power system on the basis of 
Lambert's law could lead to significant problems and/or failures. The shift 
in position and magnitude of the peak of I along the wall of the cylindrical 
cavity simpiy csnnot be ignored. 
a 
- . *  
. 
Now, it is clear that7 collection is easily obtained from plane focal surface 
results- independent of any internal cavity design. The determination o€q 
however, presents problems. The assumption that the cavity opening behaves as 
i f  it were a gray body would serve to  determine? as a function only of the 
cavity opening- independent of the internal cavity design. Thus, the reflector 
design could be optimized independent of the internal cavity design. As we 
pointed out earlier, however, this assumption is incorrect, a s  will be seen later 
on in  this paper; thusq ca~ ,~ ty  must depend on the internal cavity design. 
cavity' 
cavity 
Furthermore, we have also shown that the use cf plane focal surface results 
via LamSert ' s  law :o predi-t the incident eneryy flu:. on the cavity wall is 
incorrect. 111 other words m have shown that1 
from plane feed surface results; instead the correct cnercy flux incident on the 
cavity wal ls  nJst 5 , ~  -ise,2. T P L s .  the only  sitit: it: x e  :eft for plane focal 
surface resclts iv::;j.d b3 c :.':t.r:,:~ne 7 . A .... .. kclwever, is superfluous 
as once the er.e:qy f.:.cx Licident on the wal l s  Df the cavit;I is krswn, it is a 
simple matter ,:o ix5grate atid ci;lculate T 
cannot be determined cavrl ty  
collectlun. 
co'kcticr, 
In gene;-$, tne calccix?im of 3 is a comrlicateci problam. It depends cavj ty 
upon the cavi ty  gexiztry;  cavity opening, intqrnal ivA1 imperature distribution 
(as determicxi by 2s intr--fAce with the heat Z Y C ~ ; ? . ; ? ~  = :re/or thermal energy 
storage materL,.tl! , distrihiion of incident er-ergy f i u  frmi the reflector, and 
the matsiial p:c?ei!ies of rt.e cavity walls. Since tlic przSction of Ti 
depends upon ref.ieztor dqsign and since n 
incident energy fiux on the cavity wall w i tha t  using plan2 focal surface results, 
it readily beL,ocies s7parsvt that in  order to o:Jti.rrii*:eT 
' cavity ' cdlect ion 
7 cavity 
answered inQe;Jenc,?..?t of 1,112 cavity through +he 1 . 1 ~ 0  sf p!sx focztl surface results 
and' cc:..t.nc i-:.or. 
cavity 
is easily obtained from the coll5ction 
we rnust study systzm ' . The ca1sd%;imA iii~, is a by-product of the calculation of 
. Thw , th-2 q:.xst: s.1 02 the design of an Qy-iirnurn zeflector cannot be 
Ins:e;._d, ;h;. s - l s tem m x t  ;re ~?i\tii.;i;eC from 2 sys t em3  viewpoint 
3 
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U 
CAVITY ANALYSIS 
Let  us now consider the calculation of the performance of cylindrical 
heat receivers. The approach to  be utilized can best be described as an 
"open cavity" Fredholm integral equation approach. Because of the 
availability of the generalized reflector model , no specific directional 
distribution for the i n c i c h t  radiation wi l l  be uti1f:md in this approach; 
insteiid, the actucll e n ~ - y ~  flux incident on :he wc.1.'. of the cavity will 
be used. 
Consi<?r t h e  sketch shown in Figure 14. De2ine 
a& .r 
f(x) 
T(x) 
U = Stefsn-Eoltzaann constant 
6 
U 
K!x,x') = kerrel of the integral equation. This is a geometrical factor 
:fiat describes the cavity geometry. It is an infinitesimal 
area view factor. 
cavity 
=. it coordinate specifying a point on the cylindrical cavity 
= iaciciziat energy flux on the w a l l  of the cavity 
= assumed temperature distribution of the wall of the cavity 
= emissivity cf the cavity wall 
= ?bswp:ivity of the cavity wall 
~(x) = total energy flux reflected and emitted from the point x of the 
Assuming that the walls of the cavity are diffuse*, one obtains 
1 .  4 v(x) = COT (x) + (1 -a)!- f(x) '- ' K(x,x') v(x')dx' *&llS 
of the 
cavity 
*It is important to  emphasize that the material walls of the cavity are assumed 
to e m i t  and reflect radiation diffusely. Specular reflection has been 
neglected because the prcclse techniqsles of ansbisis hz;c never been worked 
out. Cruie tarhniqcses ~ i '  ,?nrj!ysis do exist (2.9); iio-*.x:',::-, aczL.;L;lta L-~ imicu .  E
that take Fil*:c accourt the finite s ize  of the solar sc. ir~a Jo not przsenily 
exist. 
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Here the integral extends over only the  material walls of the cavity-hence, 
the designation "open cavity" approach. The calculation of the kernel 
K(x,x') for the cylindrical geometry is straightfonvard and will not be 
discussed here. The numerical solution of this Fredholm integral equation 
is carried out by using the well known Liouville-Neumann series. A temperature 
distribution T(x) is assumed and this equation is then solved for dx). 
v(x) is known, the performance of the cavity can then be calculated. 
When 
Some initial results have been obtained for a 60° paraboloidal 
reflector (R = 1.0) coupled to a cylindrical cavity with Rc = .03 and t /d  = 2. 
The cavity opening was arbitrarily chosen so that qcollection = .go. 
Define 
A = area of cavity opening 
= total energy reradiated out of the cavity opening 
= efficiency of the cavity = total energy conducted through 
the walls of the cavity/total energy entering the cavity. 
QR 
cavity 
Figure 15 shows the results obtained for this cavity when it is assumed to 
be isothermal at 1000°K, 1400°K, 1800°K for an imperfect 60° paraboloidal 
reflector with CJ = 5 ' ,  CT 10'. Figure 16 shows the same results obtained 
for an isothermal 1400°K cavity with a perfect ( D ~  = 0 = 0) 60° paraboloidal 
Y 
reflector. In both cases the  correct energy flux incident on the cavity walls 
was used (as given in Figures 12 and 11, respectively). 
X - Y  
These results differ significantly from the usual  engineering approach 
used in the design of solar power systems-namely that the cavity opening 
can be treated as if it were a gray body (QR / Aa T4 C 1)*. Those who use 
this gray cavity approach argue that if the cavity opening were small, the 
cavity opening would behave like a black body. Hence, as the opening 
is made larger, the cavity opening ought to behave like a gray body. They 
have, however, neglected the important fact that this cavity is fundamentally 
different a s  it is driven by energy entering through the opening instead of 
tfi:uutch the walls.  The results presented here offer perhaps the f i r s t  
Specifically, i n  the design of solar power systems it is usually assumed that the 
cavity losses can be separated into losses due to multiple reflections (these are 
often neglected) and losses due to reradiation effects from a gray cavity 
(calculated as i f  the cavity opening were a gray body). Losses from multiple 
reflections, i f  included # are treated as corrections to gray cavity results From 
the basio integral equation it is clear that this decomposition into reflected and 
reradiated losses has no meaning-only the total has a physical meaning. Hence, 
it is meaningless to treat multiple diffuse reflection losses as a correction to 
gray cavity reradiation losses. 
11 
realistic estimates of cavity performance for a cavity coupled to a solar 
reflector. They clearly show the importance of the absorptivity of the 
material surface of the cavity walls and point out that a gray cavity assump- 
tion is erroneous. 
The results and experience that have been obtained clearly show that 
the cavity is a major design problem; a very detailed cavity analysis must 
always be made in order to estimate cavity performance accurately." Further- 
more ,  s ince the incident flux distribution on the cavtty wall is a function of 
the  actual reflector used and since the cavity wall temperature distribution 
is a function of whatever connects to the cavity walls (thermal energy storage 
material, heat exchanger, etc . ) , the cavity cannot be studied and optimized 
independently. Instead, a systems approach must be utilized. 
The importance of and need for performing extensive detailed systems 
studies of soh - the  mal e;ltlcgy conversion systems cannot bz overempha- 
sized. Efforts to dste havz oaly begun to "scratch the surface"- thermal 
energy storage materials must be included, various cavity geometries must 
be studied, other types of heat exchangers and direct conversion devices 
must be used, etc. 
* It is important to point out here the work of A1 Lowi and associates at 
Aerospace Cow. (16 , 17,18). They are pedorming the  most extensive and 
realistic solar-thermal energy space power systems study to date. Their 
system presently consists of a solar reflector, cylindrical cavity, and a 
gaseous heat exchanger. They are using the optical analysis techniques 
previously discussed to calculate the energy f lux  on the walls of the cavity. 
Their cavity analysis technique is basically similar to that described in  this 
paper, except they use a finite difference approach to the problem (16). Thus, 
they use finite area view factors and invert a matrix to solve the cavity 
problem. In addition, they also take into account spectral properties of the 
cavity walls by using spectal decompositions of the radiation. For the heat 
exchanger analysis they use a thermal analyzer network solution (17). In 
order to solve for the cavity wall temperature distribution they perform an 
iterstion between the cavity and heat exchanger routhes . Their results 
(restricted to jsotnermal WG:.:) +g:ee with those we obtsir! h-y solving the 
Fredholm inkcpal equation. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical model for analysis of actual solar collectors has been 
developed. This solar collector model is truly a mathematical solar 
simulator; thus it is a necessary and indispensable tool in any realistic 
systems study involving a solar collector. Because of the broad scope and 
generality of this model, its perfection now provides the solar-thermal 
energy space power system designer with tools that have been heretofore 
unavailable. 
This mathematical solar simulator was used to investigate the interface 
between the collector and the heat receiver-the cavity opening. The 
assumption of Lambert's law to describe the directional characteristics of 
this interface was shown to be .ln.eubstantial mor.  
In the design of a solar-thermalenergy space power system, the total 
system efficiency-not the individual component efficiencies -must be 
optimized. In the calculation of system efficiency, It was shown that the 
calculation of cavity efficiency is more basic than the calculation of 
collection efficiency a s  the latter is a by-product of the calculation of the 
former. 
An "open cavity" Fredholm integral equation approach and the 
valid 
of some typical isothermal cylindrical cavities . The results presented 
clearly show that the usual engineering "gray cavity opening" approach 
is incorrect. The design of cavities for use with solar reflectors is still 
a very difficult problem area with much work remaining to be done. 
directional distribution were utilized to calculate the performance 
Proper use of existing analytical capabilities for the accurate 
mathematical simulation of solar-thermal energy space power systems can 
greatly expidite the development of solar power systems. 
13 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Definition of terms for a typical paraboloidal solar collector. 
Figure 2.  Rim angle effects for a paraboloidal reflector with ox = u = 0, B = 0 
Figure 3. Orientation effects for a 60' paraboloidal reflector with ux = u = 0 
Figure 4 .  Surface error effects for a 60' paraboloidal reflector with ux = 0, 
Figure 5. Surface error effects for a 60' paraboloidal reflector with ox# 0, 
Figure 6 Surface eri-or effects for a 60' paraboloidal reflector with ux = uY # 0, 
Y 
Y 
u # o ,  8 = 0 .  
u = O , B = O .  
Y 
Y 
s = 0. 
Figure 7 .  Surface error effects for a 60° paraboloidal reflector with ox 5 ' 8  
u = lo ' ,  B -= Oandux=  lo' ,  u =- 5'8 8 = 0. 
Y Y 
Figure 8. Definition of terms for the cavity configurations studied. 
Figure 9. Directional distribudtion as determined from the hemispherical cavity 
Figure 10 Directional distribution as determined from the hemispherical cavity 
of Figure 8 for a 60 paraboloidal reflector with ux = Q = 0 ,  
of Figure 8 for a 60' paraboloidal reflector with ux = 5', u = 10'. 
Y 
Y 
Figure 11. Inci%nt energy flux on the wa l l s  of a typical cylindrical cavity for 
Figure 12. InciFnt  energy flux on the walls of a typical cylindrical cavity for 
Figure 13. Histogram to explain the peaking of I on the back wall of the cylinder 
a 60 paraboloidal reflector with ax = u = 0- 
a 60 paraboloidal reflector with ox = 5 ' ,  u = IO'. 
as x-  0 in Figure 12. 
Y 
Y 
Figure 14. Definition of terms used in the cavity analysis. 
Figure 15. Cylindrical isothermal cavity performance. SO0 paraboloidal reflector 
withUx= 5 ' 8  U = lo ' ,  3 0. 
Y 
Figure 16 . Cylindrical isothermal cavity performance. 60° paraboloidal reflector 
with ox = u = 0, B = 0. Y 
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